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GEOMETRIC BRAID GROUPS
SEBASTIAN BAADER AND MICHAEL LO¨NNE
Abstract. Building on the presentation of the fundamental group of
discriminant complements, we associate a geometric braid group with
each positive braid word and prove that it gives rise to an invariant of
braid isotopy classes of positive braid links.
1. Introduction
The aim of this article is to define a group GB(β) for every positive
braid diagram given as a sequence β of elementary braid generators σi, and
to study the dependence of its isomorphism type on the defining datum.
Our definition is motivated by the presentation of the fundamental group
of discriminant complements of Brieskorn-Pham polynomials [15], while the
invariance properties rely on a recent plane graph model for positive braid
links [3]. Before even giving detailed definitions, we state our main invari-
ance theorem.
Theorem 1. Let α and β be positive braid diagrams. If the closures αˆ and
βˆ are braid isotopic and contain a positive half twist ∆, then
GB(α) ∼= GB(β).
The reader might suspect that we are facing yet another presentation for
the fundamental group of positive braid link complements. This is acci-
dentally true for the positive trefoil knot, whose fundamental group is the
braid group B3. As we will shortly see, the groups GB(σ
n
1 ) are isomorphic
to the classical braid groups Bn. The only braid groups that are also link
complement groups are B3 and B2 ' Z, for cohomological reasons. In par-
ticular, the groups GB(σn1 ) are not isomorphic to fundamental groups of
link complements, for all n ≥ 4.
A genuine source for the groups GB(β) lies in singularity theory: In the
case β is a positive word for a braid with closure the torus link of type
T (p, q) with p, q ≥ 2, then the closure is the link of a plane curve singularity
f(x, y) = xp+yq ∈ C[x, y] of Brieskorn-Pham type. The fundamental group
of the discriminant complement in its universal unfolding is an invariant of
the topological type at least for p < 4, see [17], and is called the discriminant
knot group of the singularity f .
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Corollary 1. Let β be a positive braid diagram with p strands whose clo-
sure is braid isotopic to a torus link of type T (p, q) with p ≤ q. Then the
group GB(β) is isomorphic to the discriminant knot group of the polynomial
f(x, y) = xp + yq ∈ C[x, y].
Related observations corresponding to simple isolated singularities, i.e.
of type ADE, were already made earlier. In the context of quivers Grant
and Marsh [12] have a similar family of groups. One of their main results,
Theorem A, is an invariance theorem for (quiver) braid groups associated to
ADE type quivers, up to mutation. Incidentally, in our context, these cor-
respond to positive braid links βˆ with maximal signature invariant (see [2]),
i.e. closures of positive braids whose (symmetrised) Seifert form is positive
definite of ADE type on their minimal Seifert surfaces.
Corollary 2. Let βˆ be the closure of a positive braid β with maximal sig-
nature invariant σ(βˆ). If β is prime then the group GB(β) is isomorphic to
a braid group of Dynkin type ADE.
The proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 base on the fact that positive
braid words have braid isotopic closures if and only if they define conjugate
braids. We will use in an essential way the solution of Garside for the
conjugacy problem in the braid group and the positive braid monoid to pass
through a finite sequence of positive braids using only the positive braid
relations and conjugations by permutation braids.
As we will see, the invariance of the groups GB(β) under positive Markov
moves and under ‘far commutativity’ (i.e. σiσj = σjσi for |j− i| ≥ 2) will be
an immediate consequence of the definition. Therefore, we are left to prove
the invariance under positive braid isotopy, i.e. under the braid relation
and conjugation within positive braids. This is done in Sections 5 and 6,
respectively. In fact we will take care of elementary conjugation in Section 4,
since that allows us to put the location of a braid relation on the top of a
braid.
Here we carry on with a definition of the geometric braid groups GB(β)
and short proofs of Corollaries 1 and 2.
Let β be a positive braid word onN strands, i.e. a finite product of positive
elementary braids σi on N strands (1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1). The braid diagram
associated to β is the concatenation of the braid diagrams associated to the
letters σi. Brick diagrams have been introduced by [3]. They are obtained
by replacing every crossing by a horizontal connection of vertical strands
and neglecting loose vertical ends.
The linking graph Γ(β) ⊂ R2 is a planar graph obtained from the dual
graph of the brick diagram by erasing all edges corresponding to vertically
adjacent but not overlapping bricks.
More precisely, Γ(β) is the embedded graph whose vertices are in one-to-
one correspondence with bricks, and two vertices are joined by an edge, if
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and only if their bricks correspond to pairs σiσi, σjσj of one of the following
types:
σ3i : i = j and the middle letter σi belongs to both bricks,
σiσi±1σiσi±1: i± 1 = j and the different letters alternate in β.
In that case, we say that the two bricks are linked.
Note that the brick diagram and the linking graph only depends on the iso-
topy class of the braid diagram and does not change under positive Markov
moves.
Under mild additional assumptions, positive braid links can be classified
by a decorated version of linking graphs [3]. An example of a positive braid
word,
β = σ1σ3σ1σ2σ1σ3σ1σ3σ1σ2σ3σ1σ3σ2,
together with its brick diagram X(β) and linking graph Γ(β), is shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 1. The braid β, its brick diagram X(β) and linking
graph Γ(β)
Definition 1. Given a braid positive braid word β with associated linking
graph Γ(β). Let v1, . . . , vk be an enumeration of the vertices such that i < j
if the lower edge of the brick corresponding to vi is lower than that of vj .
Then the braid presented group GB(β) is the finitely presented group with
generating elements in bijection to the vertices
s1, s2, . . . , sk
subject to the following relations:
braid relation: whenever the corresponding vertices vi, vj are joined by an
edge.
sisjsi = sjsisj
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commutation relation: whenever the corresponding vertices vi, vj are not
joined by an edge.
sisj = sisj
cycle relation: whenever the corresponding vertices vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vin belong
to an innermost cycle of the linking graph Γ (and i1 < · · · < in).
sinsin−1 . . . si2si1sinsin−1 . . . si4si3 = sin−1sin−2 . . . si2si1sinsin−1 . . . si3si2 .
Note that the cycle relation is equivalent to a commutation relation in
the presence of the other two kinds of relations:
si1 sin . . . si3si2s
−1
i3
. . . s−1in
= s−1i2 . . . s
−1
in−1sinsin−1 . . . si2 si1
= sin . . . si3si2s
−1
i3
. . . s−1in si1
Here the second equality is best understood by looking at Figure 5.
The easiest example is GB(σ21) ' Z. In contrast, the fundamental group
of the complement of the closure of the braid σ21 ∈ B2 - the positive Hopf
link - is Z2. Strictly speaking, we did not define the group GB(β) for
positive braid words β without any bricks. These are precisely the positive
braids whose closure is a trivial link. For example, the closure of σ1 ∈ BN
is the trivial link with N − 1 components. For completeness, we define
the geometric braid group of trivial links to be trivial. In the presence of
bricks, GB(β) admits a surjective homomorphism to Z, by mapping all the
generators si to 1. Therefore, geometric braid groups detect trivial links.
The cycle relation is a generalisation of the triangle relation used in the
presentation of the fundamental group of discriminant complements [15],
a subject that was pioneered by Zariski [22] and A’Campo [1] . It also
appears in the theory of Weyl groups, for example in [19]. The cycle relation
for cycles of arbitrary length was described by Labruere in [14], see also
Section 3. By definition, our geometric braid groups are quotients of certain
Artin groups, as defined by Brieskorn and Saito in [5]. The classical braid
groups Bn are precisely the geometric braid groups associated with positive
braids on two strands:
Bn ' GB(σn1 ).
Indeed, Bn is generated by n− 1 generators σ1, σ2, . . . , σn−1 that commute,
except for the pairs with neighbouring indices, which satisfy the braid rela-
tion. More generally, if the linking graph Γ(β) is a Dynkin diagram of type
ADE, then the corresponding group GB(β) is a braid group of the same
Dynkin type. As a consequence, we obtain a proof of Corollary 2.
Proof of Corollary 2. In [2] it is shown that a prime positive braid word of
braid index at least 4 either has non-definite Seifert form or can be trans-
formed via braid relations, elementary conjugation and positive Markov
destabilization to a braid word of lower braid index. If the braid index
is at most three and the Seifert form is definite, then the corresponding
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braid is shown to be braid isotopic to a braid word with linking graph of
type ADE and the claim follows. 
We proceed with a proof of the first Corollary.
Proof of Corollary 1. Let β be a positive braid word with closure braid iso-
topic to a torus link of type T (p, q) where p, q ≥ 2. By Theorem 1, the
groups GB(β) and GB(β(p,q)) for β(p,q) = (σ1σ2 . . . σp−1)q are isomorphic,
since both braids contain a positive half twist and have braid isotopic clo-
sures: the torus link T (p, q).
For the isolated plane curve singularity given by the polynomial f(x, y) =
xp + yq ∈ C[x, y], Hefez and Lazzeri [13] described the intersection form on
the corresponding Milnor lattice with respect to a natural distinguished ba-
sis. The corresponding Coxeter Dynkin diagram was given by Gabrielov [9]
and has underlying graph equal to the linking graph Γ(β(p,q)). It determines
by [15, 16] the presentation of the discriminant knot group of the singularity.
According to Theorem 4.3. of [15] the presentation is based on the Coxeter
Dynkin diagram in the same way as the presentation of GB(β(p,q)) is based
on the linking graph Γ(β(p,q)). Thus the groups GB(β) is isomorphic to the
discriminant knot group of the singularity f . 
Before proceeding with the proof of our theorem, we present a couple of
examples that demonstrate the independence of the geometric braid groups
GB(β) of positive braids β and the fundamental groups of their link com-
plements pi1(S
3 \ βˆ) in Section 2 and discuss the natural action of GB(β) on
the minimal Seifert surface in Section 3.
2. Examples
The closures of the two braids
β1 = σ
4
1σ
3
2σ1σ3σ
3
2σ3, β2 = σ
4
1σ
2
2σ1σ3σ
3
2σ
2
3 ∈ B4
are mutant prime knots (13n1291 and 13n1320, in standard notation), hence
their fundamental groups are not isomorphic, by a theorem of Gordon and
Luecke [11]. However, their geometric braid groups are isomorphic, since
their linking graphs are trees of the same abstract type, see [3]. Here we
note that in the absence of cycles in the linking graph Γ(β), the isomorphism
type of the geometric braid group GB(β) does not depend on the planar
embedding of Γ(β).
The closures of the two braids
β3 = σ1σ
2
2σ1, β4 = σ1σ
2
2σ1σ
2
2 ∈ B3
are non-isotopic three-component links with homeomorphic link comple-
ments, hence isomorphic fundamental groups. Their linking graphs are a
union of two points and a Dynkin tree of type D4, respectively. The corre-
sponding geometric braid groups are not isomorphic, since they have differ-
ent abelianisations: Z2 and Z.
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In the rest of this section, we have a close look at a pair of positive
braids with isotopic closures, and construct an isomorphism between their
geometric braid groups. We consider the two conjugate positive braids
α = σ1σ2σ1σ1σ2σ1, β = σ1σ1σ2σ1σ1σ2 ∈ B3.
The corresponding linking graphs Γ(α),Γ(β) are a cycle of length four and
the Dynkin diagram D4 (i.e. a union of three edges sharing one common
vertex), respectively, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the cycle relation will
4
3
2
1
3
2
1
4’
Figure 2. Linking graphs of the braids α and β
come into play in an essential way here. Choosing the enumeration of the
four bricks of α, β as in Figure 2, we obtain the following group presentations:
GB(α) = 〈s1, s2, s3, s4;R,Sa〉, GB(β) = 〈s1, s2, s3, s′4;R,Sb〉,
where R,Sa, Sb are the following sets of relations:
R : s1s2s1 = s2s1s2, s2s3s2 = s3s2s3, [s1, s3] = 1,
Sa : s1s4s1 = s4s1s4, [s2, s4] = 1, s3s4s3 = s4s3s4, s4s3s2s1s4s3 = s3s2s1s4s3s2
Sb : [s1, s
′
4] = 1, s2s
′
4s2 = s
′
4s2s
′
4, [s3, s
′
4] = 1.
We claim that the map ϕ : GB(α)→ GB(β) taking s4 to s3s2s′4s−12 s−13 and
leaving the first three generators invariant defines an isomorphism between
GB(α), GB(β). In fact, we only need to show that ϕ is compatible with the
sets of relations Sa, Sb, since there is an obvious inverse map ϕ
−1 taking s′4
to s−12 s
−1
3 s4s3s2. We will do so by substituting
ϕ−1(s′4) = s
−1
2 s
−1
3 s4s3s2
= s−12 s4s3s
−1
4 s2
= s4s
−1
2 s3s2s
−1
4
= s4s3s2s
−1
3 s
−1
4
for s′4 in the relations of Sb and deriving these from the relations of Sa,
modulo the relations of R.
(1) [s3, s
′
4] = 1.
s′4s3 = s
−1
2 s
−1
3 s4s3s2s3 = s
−1
2 s
−1
3 s4s2s3s2
= s−12 s
−1
3 s2s4s3s2 = s3s
−1
2 s
−1
3 s4s3s2 = s3s
′
4
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(2) s2s
′
4s2 = s
′
4s2s
′
4.
s′4s2s
′
4 = s4s3s2s
−1
3 s
−1
4 s2s4s3s2s
−1
3 s
−1
4
= s4s3s2s
−1
3 s2s3s2s
−1
3 s
−1
4 = s4s3s
2
2s
−1
4
= s2s
−1
2 s4s3s
−1
4 s
2
2 = s2s
−1
2 s
−1
3 s4s3s
2
2 = s2s
′
4s2
(3) [s1, s
′
4] = 1.
s′4s1 = s
−1
2 s
−1
3 s4s3s2s1
s1s
′
4 = s1s4s3s2s
−1
3 s
−1
4
Thus [s1, s
′
4] = 1 is equivalent to the cycle relation
s4s3s2s1s4s3 = s3s2s1s4s3s2.
The converse, deriving the relations of Sa from the relations of Sb, works
analogously by substituting
ϕ(s4) = s3s2s
′
4s
−1
2 s
−1
3 = (s
′
4)
−1s−12 s3s2s
′
4
for s4 in the relations of Sb.
3. Geometric interpretation of the cycle relation
The closure βˆ ⊂ S3 of a positive braid β ∈ Bn is called a positive braid
link. Under the assumption that every generator of Bn appears in β at
least once, the link βˆ is non-split and therefore fibred, thanks to a result by
Stallings [20]. This means that the link exterior S3 \ βˆ admits a fibration
over the circle, which is determined by the topological type of one fibre
surface Σ, together with a gluing map ϕ : Σ → Σ called the monodromy
map. Thinking of R3 as S3 minus a point, one can draw an embedded picture
of the fibre surface of a positive braid link. Figure 3 shows the fibre surface
associated with the braid α = σ1σ2σ1σ1σ2σ1 ∈ B3 of the above example.
It should be clear from this example that the fibre surface of the closure of
a positive braid β naturally retracts to its brick diagram X(β). Therefore
the boundaries of the bricks, oriented in the counterclockwise sense, form a
basis for the first homology group of the fibre surface.
The monodromy map ϕ : Σ→ Σ admits a decomposition into a product
of positive Dehn twist, one for each brick, in a certain order (the order of the
bricks starting at the right bottom, going up that column, then proceeding
at the bottom of the column to its left, and so on, ending at the top left).
This is described in detail in [6]. Going back to the example of the braid α,
the monodromy map is
ϕ = Tγ4Tγ3Tγ2Tγ1 ,
where Tγi denotes the positive Dehn twist around the curve γi defined by
the brick number i. We claim that the cycle relation
Tγ4Tγ3Tγ2Tγ1Tγ4Tγ3 = Tγ3Tγ2Tγ1Tγ4Tγ3Tγ2
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Figure 3. The fibre surface for the closure of α = σ1σ2σ1σ1σ2σ1
holds in the mapping class group of the fibre surface Σ. In order to see this,
we consider the sequence of six curves
γ2, Tγ3(γ2), Tγ4Tγ3(γ2), Tγ1Tγ4Tγ3(γ2), Tγ2Tγ1Tγ4Tγ3(γ2), Tγ3Tγ2Tγ1Tγ4Tγ3(γ2)
depicted in Figure 4. Setting h = Tγ3Tγ2Tγ1Tγ4Tγ3 , we obtain γ4 = h(γ2),
thus Tγ4 = hTγ2h
−1 and Tγ4h = hTγ2 . The latter is nothing but the cycle
relation. Needless to say, this argument admits a straightforward generali-
sation to cycles of arbitrary length.
Figure 4. A sequence of curves relating γ2 and γ4
It is tempting to believe that the group GB(β) is isomorphic to the sub-
group of the mapping class group of the fibre surface Σ of the link βˆ gener-
ated by the Dehn twists around all the curves defined by the bricks. This
happens to be true when the linking graph Γ(β) is a tree of Dynkin type A
or D, a fact that was proved by Perron and Vannier [18], based on the work
of Birman and Hilden [4]. However, this is not true for more complicated
tree-like linking graphs. Indeed, Labrue`re [14] proved this for all trees con-
taining a vertex of valency 4 or two vertices of valency 3, while Wajnryb [21]
showed this for the E6 diagramm, and thus for all trees, that have a vertex
of valency 3 with two neighbours of valency at least 2.
With this geometric interpretation of the cycle relation at hand, it should
not come as a surprise that the cycle relation is equivalent to its various
versions with index shifts. More precisely, the two sides of the cycle relation
differ by an index shift by one (mod n):
snsn−1 . . . s2s1snsn−1 . . . s4s3 = sn−1sn−2 . . . s2s1snsn−1 . . . s3s2.
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Any other index shift gives rise to a similar product of 2n− 2 generators si.
The following calculation shows that all these products are equal, provided
that one cycle relation holds, as well as the braid and commutation rela-
tions. This was already observed by Grant and Marsh (Lemma 2.4. in [12]).
Multiplying both sides of the above relation from the left by s1, and from
the right by s−13 , we obtain
s1snsn−1 . . . s2s1snsn−1 . . . s4 = s1sn−1sn−2 . . . s2s1snsn−1 . . . s3s2s−13 .
The braid relation s3s2s
−1
3 = s
−1
2 s3s2 and various commutation relations
applied to the right side yield
s1sn−1sn−2 . . . s2s1s−12 snsn−1 . . . s3s2.
Finally, the braid relation s2s1s
−1
2 = s
−1
1 s2s1 and some more commutation
relations lead to a new cycle relation, with an index shift by two (mod n):
s1snsn−1 . . . s2s1snsn−1 . . . s4 = sn−1sn−2 . . . s2s1snsn−1 . . . s3s2.
All other shifts may be derived by iterating this procedure. From now on,
the cycle relation refers to any of its equivalent versions.
4. Elementary conjugation invariance
In this section, we prove the invariance of geometric braid groups under
elementary conjugation, that is conjugation of the form ωσi ' σiω, where ω
is a positive braid word and 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. On the level of brick diagrams,
this operation amounts to moving one brick in column i from the top to the
bottom. The restriction of the linking graph to that column does not change,
but the restriction to the union of the three columns i− 1, i, i+ 1 does. Let
n be the number of bricks in column i of the braid word Γ(ωσi) and let us
number them from the bottom to the top. We may assume n ≥ 1, since
otherwise the linking graphs Γ(ωσi) and Γ(σiω) both coincide with Γ(ω).
After conjugation, we obtain a new brick at the bottom of Γ(σiω), which we
denote by n′ (compare Figure 2 in Section 2). With the example of Section 2
in mind, we define a homomorphism
ϕ : GB(ωσi)→ GB(σiω)
by mapping the generator sn to sn−1sn−2 . . . s1s′ns
−1
1 . . . s
−1
n−2s
−1
n−1, and leav-
ing all the other generators invariant. We need to show that this map is
compatible with all the relations of GB(ωσi) and GB(σiω) involving sn and
s′n, respectively. In fact, this is all we need to show, since there is an obvious
inverse map ϕ−1 taking s′n to s
−1
1 s
−1
2 . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . s2s1.
An important thing to note is the following pair of equalities, which are
valid in GB(σiω) and GB(ωσi), respectively.
ϕ(sn) = sn−1sn−2 . . . s1s′ns
−1
1 . . . s
−1
n−2s
−1
n−1
= (s′n)
−1s−11 . . . s
−1
n−2sn−1sn−2 . . . s1s
′
n,
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ϕ−1(s′n) = s
−1
1 s
−1
2 . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . s2s1
= snsn−1 . . . s2s1s−12 . . . s
−1
n−1s
−1
n .
Here we use the fact that the subgroups of GB(σiω) and GB(ωσi) gener-
ated by the bricks of column i are a homomorphic image of an actual braid
group Bn+1 generated by σ1, . . . , σn, in which these equalities admit a visual
proof, see Figure 5.
1 2 n n+1 1 2 n n+1
Figure 5. σn . . . σ2σ1σ
−1
2 . . . σ
−1
n = σ
−1
1 . . . σ
−1
n−1σnσn−1 . . . σ1
Recall that we need to derive all the relations in GB(σiω) involving s
′
n
from relations in GB(ωσi), by substituting ϕ
−1(s′n) for s′n, and vice versa.
We start by verifying the braid and commutation relations within the col-
umn i.
(i) [si, s
′
n] = 1, for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n−1. This is implied by the fact that the
braids of Figure 5 commute with the generators σ2, . . . , σn−1. Here
it is essential that σn−1 is on the second and third to last strands,
rather than the last one.
(ii) s1s
′
ns1 = s
′
ns1s
′
n. This is equivalent to the fact that the braids of
Figure 5 satisfy the braid relation with the first generator σ1. This
in turn is equivalent to the equation
σ2σ1σ
−1
2 σ1σ2σ1σ
−1
2 = σ1σ2σ1σ
−1
2 σ1,
since the strands 3 to n pass straight over all other strands on both
sides of s1s
′
ns1 and s
′
ns1s
′
n. Again, a simple picture reveals that both
sides of the above equation are equal to σ2σ
2
1, so we are done.
Next, we verify all the relations in GB(σiω) involving s
′
n and a generator
sa associated with a brick a from another column. Now all relations involve
at most two neighbouring columns, except for the commutation relations
between bricks that are separated by at least one column, but these obviously
transfer from sn to s
′
n. Therefore, we may assume that the brick a is located
in column i+1 (the case of column i−1 is symmetric). There are four cases
of how the brick a is linked with the bricks of column i. These cases are
shown in Figure 6, before and after the conjugation.
(1) The brick a is linked with brick n, and no other brick of column i.
In this case, the subgroups of GB(ωσi) and GB(σiω) generated by
s1, . . . , sn, sa and s1, . . . , s
′
n, sa are a homomorphic image of the braid
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(1)
1
2
n
2
1
n’
aa
(2)
n
aa
1
n’
1
j j
(3)
n
n’
1
a
1
a
k k
(4)
n
a a
1
n’
1
k k
j j
Figure 6. Four positions for the brick a
group Bn+2. We need to derive the braid relation sas
′
nsa = s
′
nsas
′
n
from the braid relation sasnsa = snsasn:
s′nsas
′
n
= s−11 s
−1
2 . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . s2s1sas
−1
1 s
−1
2 . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . s2s1
= s−11 s
−1
2 . . . s
−1
n−1snsasnsn−1 . . . s2s1
= s−11 s
−1
2 . . . s
−1
n−1sasnsasn−1 . . . s2s1
= sas
−1
1 s
−1
2 . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . s2s1sa = sas
′
nsa.
(2) The brick a is linked with brick n and one other brick j from col-
umn i. We need to derive the commutation relation [sa, s
′
n] = 1 from
the cycle relation for the cycle spanned by the bricks j, j+1, . . . , n, a:
sn . . . sjsasn . . . sj+1 = sn−1 . . . sjsasn . . . sj+1sj .
For this purpose, we compute
A = sn−1 . . . s1s′nsas
−1
1 . . . s
−1
j−1 = snsn−1 . . . sjsa,
B = sn−1 . . . s1sas′ns
−1
1 . . . s
−1
j−1
= sn−1 . . . sjsas−1j . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . sj
= sn−1 . . . sjsasn . . . sj+1sjs−1j+1 . . . s
−1
n
The commutation relation [sa, s
′
n] = 1 is equivalent to A = B, which
is equivalent to the cycle relation above.
(3) The brick a is linked with one brick k 6= n, and no other brick
from column i. This case is related to case (2) by a straightforward
symmetry; the cycle relation
sk . . . s1s
′
nsask . . . s1 = sk−1 . . . s1s
′
nsask . . . s1s
′
n
is equivalent to the commutation relation [sa, sn] = 1.
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(4) The brick a is linked with two bricks j < k < n from column i. Here
again, we need to derive the commutation relation [sa, s
′
n] = 1 from
the cycle relation for the cycle spanned by the bricks j, j+1, . . . , k, a.
We need two steps in order to see this. First, we compute
A = sj−1 . . . s1sas′ns1 . . . sj−1 = sas
−1
j . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . sj
= sasn . . . sj+1sjs
−1
j+1 . . . sn,
B = sj−1 . . . s1s′nsas1 . . . sj−1 = s
−1
j . . . s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . sjsa
= sn . . . sj+1sjs
−1
j+1 . . . snsa.
Then we compute
C = s−1k+1 . . . s
−1
n Asn . . . sk+1 = sask . . . sj+1sjs
−1
j+1 . . . s
−1
k ,
D = s−1k+1 . . . s
−1
n Bsn . . . sk+1 = sk . . . sj+1sjs
−1
j+1 . . . s
−1
k sa
= s−1j . . . s
−1
k−1sksk−1 . . . sjsa.
The commutation relation [sa, s
′
n] = 1 is equivalent to A = B, thus
to C = D, which is equivalent to the cycle relation
sk . . . sjsask . . . sj+1 = sk−1 . . . sjsask . . . sj .
5. Braid relation invariance
In this section, we verify the invariance of the geometric braid groups
under the braid relation. Thanks to the invariance under elementary conju-
gation established above, it is enough to consider a pair of positive braids
of the form α = ωσiσi+1σi, β = ωσi+1σiσi+1, where ω ∈ BN is a positive
braid and 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 2. We number the bricks of α in column i from 1
to n, as before. The braid relation shifts the top brick in column i to the
neighbouring column i+1 of the braid β. We keep the label n for this brick.
However, we change the label of the brick n − 1 in α to n − 1′ in β, see
Figure 7.
1
n−1
n n
1
n−1’
Figure 7. The braid relation connecting α and β
As in the previous section, we define a homomorphism
ϕ : GB(α)→ GB(β)
by mapping the generator sn−1 to s−1n s′n−1sn, and leaving all the other
generators invariant. We need to show that this map is compatible with
all the relations of GB(α) and GB(β) involving sn−1, s′n−1, sn. As before,
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we derive all the relations in GB(β) involving s′n−1 or sn (or both) from
relations in GB(α), by substituting ϕ−1(s′n−1) = snsn−1s−1n for s′n−1. We
start by verifying the braid and commutation relations between s′n−1 and
the generators s1, s2, . . . sn−2, as well as sn.
(i) [si, s
′
n−1] = 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 3.
sis
′
n−1 = sisnsn−1s
−1
n = snsn−1s
−1
n si = s
′
n−1si
(ii) sn−2s′n−1sn−2 = s′n−1sn−2s′n−1.
sn−2s′n−1sn−2 = sn−2snsn−1s
−1
n sn−2 = snsn−1sn−2sn−1s
−1
n
= snsn−1s−1n sn−2snsn−1s
−1
n = s
′
n−1sn−2s
′
n−1
(iii) sns
′
n−1sn = s′n−1sns′n−1.
sns
′
n−1sn = s
2
nsn−1 = snsn−1snsn−1s
−1
n = s
′
n−1sns
′
n−1
Next, we verify all the relations in GB(β) involving s′n−1 and a generator
sa associated with a brick a from another column. As in the previous sec-
tion, we may assume that the brick a is located in one of the neighbouring
columns i+1 or i−1. There is an easy case, when the bricks a and n are not
linked, which we omit here. The remaining three cases of how the brick a is
linked with the bricks of column i are shown in Figure 8.
(1)
1
n−1
n n
1
n−1’
a a (2)
n−1
n n
n−1’
a a
j
1
j
1
(3)
n n
a
a
b
b
k
k
1
1
n−1 n−1’
b
b
1
1
Figure 8. Three positions for the brick a
(1) The brick a is linked with brick n, and no other brick of column i.
We need to derive the braid relation sas
′
n−1sa = s′n−1sas′n−1, as well
as the cycle relation for the triangle of bricks n− 1′, n, a.
sas
′
n−1sa = sasnsn−1s
−1
n sa = sas
−1
n−1snsn−1sa
= s−1n−1snsasnsn−1 = s
−1
n−1snsn−1sas
−1
n−1snsn−1
= s′n−1sas
′
n−1.
snsas
′
n−1sn = snsasnsn−1 = sasnsasn−1
= sasnsn−1sa = sas′n−1snsa.
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(2) The brick a is linked with brick n and one other brick j ≤ n − 2
from column i. In addition to case (1), we need to derive the cycle
relation for the cycle of bricks n − 1′, n − 2, . . . , j + 1, j, a. For this
purpose, we compute
A = snsn−1 . . . sjsasnsn−1 . . . sj+2sj+1
= snsn−1 . . . sjsas′n−1snsn−2 . . . sj+2sj+1,
B = sn−1sn−2 . . . sjsasnsn−1 . . . sj
= sn−1sn−2 . . . sjsas′n−1snsn−2 . . . sj ,
C = s−1n−1As
−1
n = s
−1
n−1snsn−1 . . . sjsasnsn−1s
−1
n sn−2 . . . sj+2sj+1
= s′n−1 . . . sjsas
′
n−1sn−2 . . . sj+2sj+1,
D = s−1n−1Bs
−1
n = sn−2 . . . sjsasnsn−1s
−1
n sn−2 . . . sj
= sn−2 . . . sjsas′n−1sn−2 . . . sj .
Thus the cycle relation C = D for the bricks n−1′, n−2, . . . , j+1, j, a
is equivalent to the cycle relation A = B for the bricks n, n−1, . . . , j+
1, j, a.
(3) The brick a is linked with brick n and n − 1. In this case, there
is possibly a brick b1 below the brick a, which is also linked with
the brick n − 1. We number the bricks between b1 and a from the
bottom to the top: b2, b3, . . . , bk. We need to derive the commutation
relations [sa, s
′
n−1] = 1 and [sbj , s
′
n−1] = 1 (which is trivial), as well
as the cycle relation for the cycle of bricks n−1′, n, a, bk, . . . , b1. For
the commutation relation [sa, s
′
n−1] = 1, we compute
sas
′
n−1snsa = sasnsn−1sa,
s′n−1sasnsa = s
′
n−1snsasn = snsn−1sasn.
Thus [sa, s
′
n−1] = 1 follows from the cycle relation for the triangle of
bricks n, n− 1, a.
Finally, we show that the cycle relations for the two cycles of
bricks n − 1, a, bk, . . . , b1 and n − 1′, n, a, bk, . . . , b1 are equivalent.
Multiplying the relation from the first cycle of bricks from the left
by sasn, we obtain the following four equivalent lines:
sasnsasbk . . . sb1sn−1sa . . . sb2 = sasnsbk . . . sb1sn−1sa . . . sb1 ,
snsasnsbk . . . sb1sn−1sa . . . sb2 = sasnsbk . . . sb1sn−1sa . . . sb1 ,
snsasbk . . . sb1snsn−1sa . . . sb2 = sasbk . . . sb1snsn−1sa . . . sb1 ,
snsasbk . . . sb1s
′
n−1snsa . . . sb2 = sasbk . . . sb1s
′
n−1snsa . . . sb1 .
The last equation is the cycle relation for the second cycle of bricks.
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6. Conclusion
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we have to show that in the presence
of a positive half twist conjugate positive braids can be transformed into each
other by positive braid relations and elementary conjugations only.
Recall first the foundational article of Garside [10]. He defines a left
normal form for every braid β, i.e. a uniquely defined kβ ∈ Z and a uniquely
defined positive braid β′ such that β = ∆kββ′. The summit power is the
maximal value kβ the exponent takes on the conjugacy class of β, which is
shown to exist.
Note in particular, a braid β is positive if kβ is non-negative and its braid
isotopy class contains a positive half twist if kβ positive.
The conjugacy problem is solved, since the summit set of a braid β
Sβ = { α ∼ β | kα = kβ, α in normal form }
is a finite set, can be determined by an algorithm in finite time from β, and
is a complete invariant of the conjugacy class of β.
Garside proves moreover that positive braids in Sβ are related through
positive braids such that for each subsequent pair α, α′ of positive braids
there exists a (possibly trivial) permutation braid γ, i.e. a positive left divisor
of ∆ with αγ and γα′ related through positive braids by braid relations only.
We say in this case, that the two braids are related by a permutation braid
conjugation.
In a similar direction Elrifai and Morton [7] prove that any braid β can
be transformed into an element of Sβ by cycling, which for positive braids
can be realized by a sequence through positive braids using positive braid
relations and elementary conjugations only.
Hence finally the claim of the theorem follows from the following obser-
vation of Orevkov which came to our attention by work of Fiedler:
Two braids in Sβ with positive summit power are related
through positive braids using positive braid relations and
elementary conjugations only.
In fact, it suffices to obtain the claim for two such braids related by a
permutation braid relation. Let γ be the permutation braid involved and
γ′ such that γγ′ transforms into ∆ by positive braid relations only. By
positivity of the summit power the first braid has the form ∆kα which
transforms into γγ′∆k−1α by positive braid relations only. Using elementary
conjugations we can further transform to γ′∆k−1αγ through positive braids.
By assumption the normal of γ′∆k−1αγ is the second braid. So by the
algorithm of Garside the two are related by positive braid relations only.
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